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maintained in one hundred Minnesota high
schools.
6. "Teadhers College" is distinct from
"College of Education" at the University,
and from the names of private colleges within the state.
7. Twenty-five states have already made
the dhange and use the name "State Teachers College" for their teacher training institutions of college grade.

X
PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION
As a means of organizing systematically
one's view of the educative process and its
objectives and as a basis for judging and evaluating current ideas and practices, no subject
in the field of educational studies is more
important for the teacher than that of the
principles or philosophy of education. However, it has been and still remains unfortunately a rather intangible field, because phil
osophers today as yesterday build their own
systems of thought and an appropriate
language and terminology for that thought.
Today one no longer turns with satisfaction
to the older philosophies of Rosenkranz,
Kantor Herbert Spencer, because the researches of the educational historians and the
modern educational scientists have changed
the value of their Work. There is therefore
appearing a new crop of writers and writings
in this field.
Coursault's The Principles of Education
is divided into three fairly equal parts,
entitled the Individual Process, the Social
Process, and the Educational Process. In the
first two the argument very briefly is as follows; the factors of the individual process or
individual development are purposes and
means of control, the patterns for which are
found in the social process—for the former
The Principles of Education, by Jesse H.
Coursault. New York; Silver, Burdett and
Co. 1921. 468 pages.
The Essentials of Good Teaching, by K A.
Turner.
Boston:
D. C. Heath and Co.
1920. 269 pages.
Syllahus in the Philosophy of Education, by
William H. Kilpatrick. New York: Teachers
College, Columbia University.
1921.
74
pages. (75 cents).
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in history and the fine arts, for the latter ir
the sciences. These sections of the book are
technical and relatively meager in direct implications for education.
The third pare
deals with the aims, methods and curriculum
of the school and is thoroughly readable and
valuable for any teacher.
The splendid
binding of the book is no less appealing than
the effective helps with each chapter,
consisting of (I) brief introductory sum
maries of contents, (2) concluding reference
lists and (3) sets of suggestive practical
problems.
In Turner's Essentials of Good Teaching.
one expects to find a practical consideration
of the methods of instruction and management, but finds a treatise which in point of
view is midway between such a handbook and
a philosophy of education. It, like Coursault's Principles of Education, gives the reviewer the feeling that here is an effective
book in the hands of the author but one with
a system so highly individualized that in text
form it does not get over to the general reader easily. The author harks back to the McMurrys and the older psychology of James
and Angell, using the newer educational psychology with relative ineffectiveness and
making little place for the project method.
Perhaps the best features of the book are the
chapters on The Means of Generating Responsibility, The Value and Method of Comparison, and two chapters summarizing subjective and objective standards for the measurement of teaching results. The binding is
good and a satisfactory index is added, although no teacher's or students' helps are
given.
Dr. Kilpatrick's Syllabus was written expressly for students in graduate courses in
the philosophy of education in Teachers College. It too is the outgrowth of years of
experience in the field and is printed in limited editions so that frequent revisions may be
made. It draws heavily upon the newer educational psychology of Thorndike and the
newer educational philosophy of Dewey. The
thirty topics include many of a rather abstract nature, but others such as Democracy
and Education, The State and Education,
Educational Aims, and Moral Education.
There is a splendid selected list of books for
references making a four-page bibliography.
There are also chapter bibliographies and
there is a list of 165 suitable topics for indi
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vidual research.
The unique feature about
the Syllabus is the fact that instead of being
in outline form, each chapter consists wholh'
of thought-provoking questions, a method already popularized by the author in his classroom. No more hopeful sign can be found
in the art of text-book writing than this and
it is to be hoped and expected that the texts
of the future will utilize this method greatly.
It is only then that memory work gives way
to thought and the student is enabled to
build up his own synthetic philosophy of education, instead of accepting that of another.
W. J. Gifforp

XI
SOME RECENT BOOKS OF INTEREST TO TEACHERS
A School Histokt of the United States, by
N. W. Stephenson and M. T. Stepiienson.
Boston: Ginn and Company.
1921.
543
pages, ($1.00).
This book is Intended for use In the upper
grammar grades and in the junior high school.
It will be used by teachers and pupils with Interest and profit, for it is easy to read and
full of significant facts. It does not play on
grand style to prodigies In the clouds, but
deals In simple, everyday terms with the human experiences of real people—-our forefathers and others who have given us a heritage and a man's job. The treatment of problems and controverted questions is so judicial
and sane that one can not accuse the authors
of either provincialism or sectionalism. The
maps and pictures are unusually good. They
present great variety and relate to incidents
and movements of significance in the life of
our people. The pictures especially show wide
search and discriminating choice. A more attractive and helpful collection would be hard
to find. At the end of each chapter are a summary, aids to study for teacher and pupil, and
questions for review and further investigation.
J. W. Wayland
Sentences and Thinking, by Norman Foerster and J. M. Steadman, Jr. Boston;
Houghton Mifffin Company.
1919.
122
pages. ($1.00).
Here is the neatest textbook for Freshman
English that the present reviewer has ever
had in his hands. It is written straight at
the freshman whose attention has previously
been directed so completely to technicalities
and formalities of language that he has never
comprehended that language is primarily for
the purpose of clear and exact communication
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of thought. He has never conceived of the
sentence as the key to clear thinking.
The authors of this little book present a
connected and constructive account of the
principles of subordination, parallelism, and
economy, as they relate to sentence-making;
and this they call the core of the book. There
is an introductory chapter dealing with punctuation and its relation to thinking; and there
is a final chapter dealing with summary sentences. This latter chapter Is most useful to
students who have many notes to take and
need to know how to get the gist of a paragraph or chapter and express it economically.
The book contains also a list of common errors which makes frequent reference to the
preceding portions of the text, and which is
arranged for easy use.
Especially to be commended is the choice
of sentences, paragraphs and essays which
serve as a basis for the study of sentence-making. These passages are all weighted with
Ideas; not one of them is an empty vessel.
C. T. Logan
Models of Speech Composition, compiled by
James Milton O'Neill. New York:
The
Century Company. 1921. 849 pages. ($3.50).
There is a wide range of appeal in the
ninety-five speeches gathered together in this
volume. There are court room speeches, campaign speeches, nominating speeches, afterdinner speeches, eulogies, inaugurals, speeches
of intrductlon, speeches of response, of welcome, of farewell, of presentation, of acceptation, speeches in legislative bodies, sermons,
lectures.
The compiler has undertaken to present
these speeches in the exact words in which
each was delivered, and without any omission.
He has used, wherever possible, copies from
stenographic reports in preference to edited
manuscripts.
Aside from brief biographical notes of the
speakers and short statements of the circumstances under which the speeches were delivered, the volume is not annotated.
This
conforms with Mr. O'Neill's purpose to make of
it a "case-book"' rather than a textbook.
One of the model speeches of introduction
is that delivered by Shailer Matthews when
Woodrow Wilson spoke before the Federated
Council of Churches at Columbus in 1915. It
follows: "Ladies and Gentlemen: The President." A model speech, indeed!
Included among the speeches of farewell is
his "Farewell to the Class of 1920," by President Edwin A. Alderman of the University of
Virginia.
C. T. Logan
Fabm Blacksmithing, by John F. Friese.
Peoria, 111: The Manual Arts Press. 1921.
92 pages. ($1.25).
"learning by doing" is the maxim of many
teachers of today. Doubtless in the past many
teachers have worked books overtime, but it
is equally true that many teachers of manual

